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FUTURE OF FEELING

Welcome to this report. This report is based on the possible
future of materials and how the fashion industry should unfold
future fabrics to create a stronger

connection between

texture and soul. You should read this report to gain
knowledge of where the future of fabrics is going to lead to
in 2030. The report begins with establishing what trends
are seeing

currently from consumers

we

in 2020 and why it's

important to take into account this information to learn from
it and

to predict a higher accuracy of future trends. It

addresses the current

changing macro factors and driving
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factors that’s impacts will be

the consequences for how the

future may look. The research that is addressed in this report
has been further used to conclude strategic
recommendations for a luxury brand in the fashion industry. It
will look at a possible brand experience that expresses the
characteristics of future trends that have been touched on
for the particular brand.
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2020 CONTEXT

Firstly let's begin by addressing the context of future feelings in 2020. We
need to do this to understand what knowledge is already known so we can
progress and forecast even further.

Currently there is a huge emphasis on

circularity, regeneration and transparency, fibre developments using new
technology

and immersive experiences. Through research findings this

report will be based on the four main macro trends that consumers are
demanding.
1- Sustainability - growth of circular economy
2- The want of immersive brand experiences . Re-invention of their retail
experience
3- Brand transparency - supply chains must be clear
4- Purpose is the new digital- brands have to have a cause and have more
meaning in the eyes of the consumer.

SUSTAINABILITY
CIRCULAR

ECONOMY

An exapmle of a fashion brand that's prime
buisness model is centered around

this cirular

trend is Vigga. Vigga is a maternity and kids wear
brand in Copenhagen. It operates a circular
subscription business to reduce clothing waste.
Families pay a monthly subscription for the 20 sets
of baby clothing they receive from the brand then
when the baby outgrows the clothing, the family
returns them to Vigga and selects 20 sets of a

through a process of selection, if the clothing is
re-usable, treatment and repackaging. The re-used
clothing is then given to another family who
requires the same size for their child.Vigga
estimates that baby clothing can be used on
average 5-7 times, substantially reducing its
carbon footprint by reducing production and
clothing waste

and sustainable consumption.(The

Growing Trend of Circular Economy - Climate
Action, 2020)
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larger size. Clothing returned to Vigga then goes

2- THE WANT OF IMMERSIVE BRAND EXPERIENCES
Re-invention of their retail experience. In other words
“retailtainment”, millenials are more attracted to an instore

retail experience. Recent reserach by Macquarie

found that they prioritise doing, seeing and feeling over
having more possessions. "This includes 'doing something
different and searching for unique, often personalised
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experiences". Brands are attempting to listen to their
consumers' wants and demands. We know this from
examples of brands such as Nike building sports facilities
in-store and Xbox set up a pop-up hotel especially for
gamers. Smart brands are ditching the traditional
advertising models such as magazine features, tv and
radio ads etc and investing into a greater experience for
their customer (Kostarelis, 2020).

Three

stand out retail immersive

experience that have been

FARFETCH - AUGMENTIVE RETAIL EXPERIENCE

showcased in the last few months
include...

Farfetch the e-commerce platform for high luxury
brands CEO Jose Neves recentley decided he wanted
to fuse advanced technology with the retail journey
to create a more human expierence. He did this by
creating an augmentive reality retail store that “links
the online and offline worlds, using data to enhance
the retail experience”. The retail store was located in
London. Visitors of the store expiernced high

FIG 2

technological advances such as sign in screen to
surch past purchases and also customers wish lists as
well as smart mirrors to request different size options
or alternative products. Farfetched was labelled as
“The Retailer of the Future” post the store opening. It
was the perfect combination of botique shopping with
the speed of online shopping (Bloomberg - Are you a
robot?, 2020) (9 Case Studies That Prove Experiential

FIG 3

Retail Is The Future | Storefront, 2020).

HUDA BEAUTY
Huda Beauty created an immersive retail

cosmetic

experience. It was a sci-fi themed pop-up located in
FIG 4

Covent Garden. The pop-up was to promote the
cosmetic lines new eyeshadow pallete “Mercury
Retrograde”. Huda Beauty attracted vistitors to the
pop-up with its eye catching exterior, decorated with a
metallic mass of geometrical shapes. The inside of the
pop-up visitors could sit on the “Throne of Huda” used
originally in her launch material. This aspect of the
pop-up was a very instagramable feature and
encouraged social media sharing of the brand
expierence.This event no doubt enticed lots of new
customers to the Huda beauty cosmetics line(9 Case
Studies That Prove Experiential Retail Is The Future |
Storefront, 2020)(Everything You Need To Know About
Our First Ever Pop-Up... In London!!, 2020).

VANS

FIG 5

The House Of Vans is probably the most well known retail immeersive
experience

that the show brand has created. Located in London

there is not much that this experience

does not include for example

a cinema, café, live music venue and art gallery, the bottom floor
holds the most unique feature of the building: the concrete ramp,
mini ramp and street course. It is the ultimate street art , music, BMX
and fashion experience all infused into the one.The House of Vans
fits the brand motto of being “off the wall”. It encourages socializing
and shopping in one event.
Customers are wanting Interactivness, originality and to feel a
connection with brands.

By creating a sense of connected memories

that are original brands are creating a new loyal customer base.
These case studies just show you how brands can achieve this and
make the customer feel their demands are being listened to (9 Case
Studies That Prove Experiential Retail Is The Future | Storefront,
2020).

By brands becoming more transparent it is
undoubtibly creating a stronger and more trusting
relationship with their consumer. Research
conducted by Contagious and J Walter Thompson in
the UK and US reveals that 74% of those surveyed
believe there is less trust in society than ever
before, while 54% think trust is more important than
ever. (Stein, 2020)

consumers trust. Denise Morrison, CEO of Campbell
Soup, said, “Trust is the single most important
ingredient in brand success.”

Label Insight, found

that 39% of people surveyed said they would switch
to a new brand if it were completely transparent,
FIG 6

56% would be loyal for life, and 76% would pay
more for such brands.(Label Insight, 2020)
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Transparency is a tool that brands can use to gain

4 - PURPOSE IS THE NEW DIGITAL
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In Elite Daily’s 2015 Millennial Consumer Study three-quarters of the respondents said that
“it’s either fairly or very important that a company gives back to society instead of just making
a profit.”

For example Coca-Cola launched it’s #MakeItHappy campaign to fight against

cyber bullying and spread “happiness” with one another whilst enjoying a Coke. Doritos crisps
collaborated with it gets better project and released a rainbow coloured packet in support of
LBGT communities and just recentley MAC collaborated with Caitlyn Jenner
lipstick where proceeds went to HIV , AIDS Fund’s and

to produce a

Transgender Initiative. However

consumers are also more aware and skeptical when these forms of marketing are souley for a
PR buzz. Obviously there are many companies that have a cause as one of their principal
morals and mission, for example Patagonia.

Patagonias core values on their website state “

We know that our business activity—from lighting stores to dyeing shirts—is part of the
problem. We work steadily to change our business practices and share what we’ve learned.
But we recognize that this is not enough. We seek not only to do less harm, but more good.”

Every brand has a corporate social
responsibility now but it is important
that they dont use this as a marketing
opportunity as millenials can tell when
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merely cashing in.
So by looking into these 4 macro
trends that the fashion industry are
avnac
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a brand is being good willed or

currently focused on, it drove the
conclusion that consumers are
craving the ability of tech and

to feel

something , a digital feeling. So
going back to what this report is
exploring “Future Of Feeling” who are
the innovators that are making
incredible new fabrics in the Fashion
Industry?

Livia Firth, founder of Eco Age, a brand consultancy on sustainability with
clients including Gucci and Chopard, says...

“The real luxury is [where] your products come from and which stories you are
telling. It is not so much about design and style any more."

Therefore

agreeing with Liva Firth the probable futures will be for brands to

be completley transparent, whilst encorprating a unique experience
favourably through technology advances that are being released. The millenial
consumers are innovative and explicit fashion.
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